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So yesterday my hamster escaped from his cage
and somehow ended up inside my computer. My pc
no longer works..
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1 - You too can be part of the PCMR! You don't necessarily need
a PC. You just have to love PCs. It's not about the hardware in
your rig, but the software in your heart! Your age, nationality,
race, gender, sexuality, religion (or lack of), political affiliation,
economic status and PC specs are irrelevant. If you love PCs or
want to talk about PCs, you can be a part of the community!
Everyone is welcome!
2 - In case you are not a PC gamer because you think doing so
is expensive, please know that it is very possible to build a
competent gaming PC for a lower price than you might think.
GPU prices are sky high right now for a multitude of reasons,
but it's still possible to join the PCMR. Please check out
http://www.pcmasterrace.org for our builds and don't be afraid
to create new posts here asking for tips on how to do it!
3 - Please consider joining our efforts to get as many PCs
worldwide help the folding@home effort, in fighting against
Cancer, Alzheimer's, Huntington's, and Parkinson's. Recently,
we've been actively focusing on fighting against Coronavirus as
well. Please check this to learn more:
https://pcmasterrace.org/folding
Feel free to use this community to post about any kind of doubt
you might have about becoming a PC gamer or anything you'd
like to know about PCs. That kind of content is not only allowed
but welcome here! Welcome to the PCMR.
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Late-Difficulty-5928 · 23h

That sucks, but at least the hamster still works.
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Trocopolo OP · 21h

Yeah, the hamster booted up as it should!
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Bad-Science · 10h

If not, he'd be an xhampster
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ChefArtorias · 16h

I'd rather replace the hamster.
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Werpaf · 18h

For like 2 years before it needs to get replaced.
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Upintheair84 · 19h

Bro, he could buy a few hundred hamster with the price of
that PC
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3 more replies

ChartaBona · 22h
"Fate can be cruel, but a smile better suits a hero."

My pc no longer works..
Well duh... how do you expect your computer to work if its
hamster wheel has stopped?
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MrHett · 18h

So that's where the apex servers are being run from.
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JebusMaximus · 13h

This reminds me of Mr. Goxx the crypto trading hamster
who recently died.
He did all his trades via the hamster wheel and walking
through tunnels and outperformed the worlds best traders
according to the news.
RIP Mr. Goxx from Goxx Capital. :( OP: Also RIP to your PC!
But at least you got your cute hamster alive and well.
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BelleButt · 19h · edited 17h

This is cracking me up so hard.
Once my neighbors lost their hamster. Five days later someone
knocked on my door asking if I lost a hamster, they found one
in the middle of the road a quarter mile down the street and
were going house to house asking. I like thinking of the
adventure that little guy had in those five days.
An other time a rodent was stuck in our furnace. I didn't want
to just turn it on and torch the thing so we asked our neighbor
for help getting it out. About 30 minutes into the extraction
process he casually mentions their hamster is missing again.
Yup. It was the hamster in the furnace.
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keyloggersantiago · 17h

Your neighbour's hamster sounds like perry the platypus
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I once lost my blue crayfish Yup you read that right We left



I once lost my blue crayfish. Yup, you read that right. We left
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Found it in a blanket all dried up in the living room, about
12 feet from its tank. My wife left a fish scooper net on the
edge of tank. That’s all it needed to escape.
Yes, it lived. It took forever for it to get water saturated
again. It was floating around for a couple hours after we put
it back in the tank. It was also a she and had many babies
when we got a second crayfish
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CrabSully · 14h

What a little legend. That's honestly amazing.
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rawlwear · 13h

Haha that’s awesome , friends growing up had a hamster it
got loose and somehow lived in the walls for a week until it
finally came out.At night you could hear it moving in the
walls.
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